
Bhavesh Salunke
Software Developer
A software developer with 3+ years of industrial experience working with outstanding interpersonal, technical skills and
management skills. Seeking high-paced, innovative, and challenging full-time position where I can utilize my skills.

Work Experience
______________________________________________________________________

Nelkinda Software Craft March 2021 - Present

Sr. Software Developer
➢ Identify, translate, optimize the business solution as per client

requirements.
➢ Participate in requirements reviews and code development activities;

monitor resolutions and update documentation.
➢ Partner with the team to Work in an Agile/Scrum environment to

deliver high-quality software against aggressive schedules.

Discite Labs Jun 2019 - March 2021

Freelancer
➢ Formulating assignments in accordance with prescribed

specifications.
➢ Write efficient code using best software development practices
➢ Developed multiple websites to help in enhancing the digital presence

of brands.

Projects
______________________________________________________________________

Vervetronics Cloud App (Nelkinda)
➢ An application that provides insightful data using sensors on devices

to monitor the performance of heavy machinery.
➢ Implemented API having interceptor and filter modules using Kotlin

Springboot and Hibernate.
➢ Developed clean and reusable code using TDD, SOLID principles, OO

design, and pair programming
➢ Developed SQL queries having optimized response along with flyway

DB migration in PostgreSQL.

Customized NEWS services based on keyword filtration
➢ An application platform that provides summarized NEWS filtered on

keywords provided by the users and utilizes machine learning
algorithms.

➢ Designed and developed SQL queries.

Education
______________________________________________________________________
Bachelor of Engineering in Information Technology
Sinhgad Institutes - Pune university, India
Batch: 2015 - 2019, CGPA: 7.34

Contact Details
_____________________________

+91 8888364195

bhaveshsalunke14@gmail.com

BhaveshSalunke

bhaveshsalunke.com

BhaveshSalunke

Technical Skills
______________________________
➢ Kotlin, Java
➢ HTML, CSS, JavaScript
➢ PostgreSQL
➢ Spring Boot, JUnit
➢ Git, Jira, REST API
➢ Docker, AWS
➢ TDD, BDD
➢ Agile Methodology, SDLC

Award & Activities
______________________________
➢ Ranked top 0.1% in HSC (XII)
➢ Two-time finalist in the

prestigious Purushottam
Karandak and Firodia
Karandak.

Certifications
______________________________
➢ AWS Cloud Practitioner

Essentials
➢ Java Certification

Linguistic Skills
______________________________
Professional Fluency in
➢ English
➢ Hindi
➢ Marathi

http://wa.me/918888364195
mailto:bhaveshsalunke14@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bhaveshsalunke/
http://www.bhaveshsalunke.com/
http://github.com/BhaveshSalunke
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/certificate/TM2EKWEZ2J3A
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/certificate/TM2EKWEZ2J3A
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/22a8d140d9ff7664abe3246f44a1f153fdc396674aac53617c1af7dc82428f8f?trk=share_certificate

